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Genetic Variation:
Why Do I Look the Way I Do?
Unit Introduction:
· Through a variety of experiments and activities, students learn how organisms inherit
traits from their parents and how dominant and recessive alleles interact to produce traits
in a population. Students also learn the many vocabulary terms required by participating
in active discussions and debates. Throughout the unit students investigate the underlying
mechanisms of change in population by breeding imaginary animals called larkeys and
by manipulating virtual insects in a computer simulation.
Relationship to Prior Units:
· This unit will follow a unit on the reproductive system. Students have been learning
about human anatomy and body systems throughout the past two years. The previous unit
on the reproductive system is the last system to be learned of the seven body systems.
This unit also connects to a previously learned unit on the structure and function of
animal and plant cells.
Brief Description of Group to be Taught:
· This eighth grade class consists of 30 students. 24 of the students are male and 6 are
female. This is categorized as a lower-level class and contains students with varying
ability levels, learning issues, and behavioral problems. Four students have IEP’s and
receive services in the resource room. These students have a variety of learning
challenges and also get assistance from a learning aid within the classroom.
Massachusetts Science and Technology Objectives:
· Life Science, Grades 6-8, #7: “Recognize that every organism requires a set of
instructions that specifies its traits. These instructions are stored in the organism’s
chromosomes. Heredity is the passage of these instructions from one generation to
another.”
· Life Science, Grades 6-8, #8: “Recognize that hereditary information is contained in
genes located in the chromosomes of each cell. A human cell contains about
30,000 different genes on 23 different chromosomes.”
Other Area Objectives:
· English Language Arts, Language Strand, Standard 1: “Students will use agreed-upon
rules for informal and formal discussion in small and large groups.”
· English Language Arts, Language Strand, Standard 2: “Students will pose questions,
listen to the ideas of others, and contribute their own information or ideas in
group discussions or interviews in order to acquire new knowledge.”

· English Language Arts, Language Strand, Standard 4: “Students will understand and
acquire new vocabulary and use it correctly in reading and writing.”
· English Language Arts, Composition Strand, Standard 19: “Students will write with a
clear focus, coherent organization, and sufficient detail.”
· Mathematics, Grades 7-8, Measurement, 8.M.4: “Use ratio and proportion (including
scale factors) in the solution of problems, including problems involving similar
plane figures and indirect measurement.”
· Mathematics, Grades 7-8, Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability, 8.D.2: “Select,
create, interpret, and utilize various tabular and graphical representations of data,
e.g., circle graphs, Venn diagrams, scatter plots, stem-and-leaf plots, box-andwhisker plots, histograms, tables, and charts. Differentiate between continuous
and discrete data and ways to represent them.”
Nationally Validated, Standards-Based Curriculum:
· Genetic Variation, FOSS Populations and Ecosystems (Delta Education, 2004).
Unit Length:
· This unit is intended for a minimum of eight 50-minute periods.

Activity 1:
Variation Discrepant Event
Relationship of this Lesson to the Unit:
· Students will be asked whether or not all people can taste the same food substances.
They may be surprised to learn that not everyone can detect a bitter taste. This engaging
activity will lead the class into the topics of heredity and genetics.
Science Concepts:
· Whether or not people can taste bitter substances is determined by heredity.
Science Habits of Mind:
· Open-minded, willing to change your mind in the face of reliable evidence, and respect
another’s point of view.
Science Process Skill:
· Forming hypotheses.
Session Length:
· One 50-minute period.
Activity 1 Materials Needed:
· PTC strips (30)
· Saltine crackers (30)
· Lemons (3)
· Sugar packets (30)

· Four types of apples: red delicious, mackintosh, pink lady, and granny smith (1 of each)
TIME
Day 1
Prep

PROCEDURE
1. Prepare strips of PTC (phenylthiocarbamide), saltine crackers, lemon
wedges, and sugar packets.
2. Place four of each into cups marked A, B, C, and D, respectively.
3. Have one of each type of apple on hand: red delicious, mackintosh,
granny smith, and pink lady (or similar).

Day 1
25 min

Discrepant Event:
1. Ask the question:
· Can all people detect the same flavors?
Students will most likely answer that this statement is true when, in fact, it
is false.
2. Have the students discuss this question and form a hypothesis. If the class
is not all in agreement (likely to happen) form two opposing hypotheses.
3. Explain that there are four different tastes that are recognized by the taste
buds on our tongues: sweet, sour, salty, and bitter. Knowing that fact, ask
the students,
· How can we design an experiment to prove or disprove our hypotheses?
Students will most likely come up with an experiment where they can try
the four different tastes.
4. Have the students break into groups, but keep them by the table area as
food should not be permitted at the lab tables. Have the students reiterate
the objectives of this experiment. When it is clear that each of them will
taste each sample, have the “getters” grab one of each cup (A, B, C, and D).
The “recorders” will be in charge of recording who in their groups can taste
which sample. The “reporters” will be reporting back to the class. The
“starter” will be making sure the task is done in the allotted time.
5. Give the students a minute to look at the food and get acclimated. Then
give them five minutes to complete the experiment. When the five minutes
have passed, the students should return to their desks as the “getters” clean
up.

Day 1
15 min.

Discuss the Results:
1. Have the class identify which of each sample was bitter, sweet, sour, and
salty. Then have the “reporters” give their results to the class. It should
become apparent that everyone can taste the sweet, sour, and salty but a few
students could not taste the bitter PTC strips.

2. Lead the class in a discussion about their results. Ask the questions:
· Do you have any ideas why some people could taste the PTC and some
people couldn’t?
· What do you think would happen if everyone went home and tried this
experiment with their parents?
· Do you think the parents of the students who could taste bitter would taste
bitter too? And vice versa?
· What else do you and your parents have that is similar? For example, if
you have brown hair do either of your parents have brown hair?
3. Explain that some people can not taste bitter and have “taste blindness.”
Just like passing down hair color or eye color, whether or not people can
taste bitter compounds is determined by heredity.
Day 1
10 min

Introduction to Genetic Variation:
1. Explain to students that heredity is the passing down of different traits
from parent to child. There are lots of different variations in traits that can
be passed down. For example, eye color can be brown, green, blue, or hazel.
Those are four variations of one trait. To show the students a more concrete
example, show students the four types of apples: red delicious, mackintosh,
granny smith, and pink lady. Explain that the shapes, color, and tastes are
all variations of apples.
2. Define the words:
Variation: A difference in a feature
Trait: The particular variation an individual has. It is something that allows
you to distinguish one individual from another.
3. Ask the question:
· Is there variation among the students in this classroom?
4. Make a list on the board of the features and traits students point out.
5. For homework, have the students read A Larkey Yammer in the
Populations and Ecosystems Resources book.

Activity One Assessment

Science
Concept:
Whether or not
people can
taste bitter

Method

Novice

Competent

Expert

Observation
during experiment
and class
discussion.

Does not realize that
bitter is the only
compound that many not
be tasted by everyone.
Does not understand the

Realizes that everyone
in the classroom can
taste sweet, sour, and
salty compounds but not
everyone can taste bitter

Realizes that everyone
in the classroom can
taste sweet, sour, and
salty compounds but not
everyone can taste bitter

substances is
determined by
heredity.

connection/role that
heredity plays in this
ability.

compounds but may not
understand that heredity
determines this ability.

Process Skill:
Forming
hypotheses

Class discussion.

Does not have an
opinion on the question
and therefore does not
help to come up with a
hypothesis.

May or may not have an
opinion of their own but
takes a side to help
come up with
hypothesis.

Habit of
Mind:
Open-minded,
willing to
change your
mind in the
face of reliable
evidence, and
respect
another’s point
of view

Observation
during experiment
and class
discussion.

If they are testing the
hypothesis that everyone
can taste all the
compounds, will not
change mind even when
it is proved that not
everyone can taste all
the compounds. If they
are testing that not
everyone can taste all
the compounds, does not
respect the other ideas.

Willing to change mind
in the face of reliable
evidence but is may not
be completely respectful
of another’s point of
view.

compounds.
Understands that the
ability is determined by
heredity.
Has a strong opinion on
the question, leads the
discussion, and
formulates a hypothesis.

Willing to change
opinion when the
experiment has been
completed and the
evidence is shown.
Respectful of other’s
opinions and comments.

Activity Two:
Variation of Features
Relationship of this Lesson to the Unit:
· The topics of traits and variation are further explored in this activity. Students discover a
few of the many variations within their classroom population and within a larkey
population. The connections they make between the two populations leads into how a
population can change over time.
Science Concepts:
· Individuals in every population vary from one another. This can be seen in the
classroom population where individuals little fingers, ears, tongues, and hairlines vary. In
the larkey population individual variation can be seen on their legs, fur, eyes, and tail.
These differences in features (variations) are called traits.
Science Process Skills:
· Observing (Day One)
· Interpreting data (Day Two)
Science Habits of Mind:
· Keep records of investigations and observations and do not change the records later
(Day One)
· Be not superstitious; realize that nothing happens without cause (Day Two)
Session Length:
· Two 50-minute periods.

Activity 2 Materials Needed:
· Transparencies #20 (Features and Traits) and #21 (Typical Larkeys)
· Hand mirrors (optional) (1 per group of 4)
TIME

PROCEDURE

Day 1
Prep

1. Prepare transparency #20 (Features and Traits.)

Day 1
10 min

Human Traits
1. Ask the students to look at four features of their body: little fingers, ears,
tongue, and hairline. Explain that these four features have a variation in
traits. Ask students if they have an idea what these variations are. If
students are having trouble coming up with the variations, find students
who have these traits who can be examples for the class. Have two
students come up to the front of the class to be examples. Chose one
person with a widow’s peak and one person without. Ask the class what is
different about their hairlines. This type of example can be repeated with
all of the four features if necessary.
2. Make a list of the variations that the students can refer to on the board.
3. Ask students to get into their lab groups. The “getters” should bring a
piece of paper and a pen or pencil. The groups should determine each
individual’s traits for the four features. Hand mirrors may be used here if
applicable. The “recorders” will make a list that the “reporter” will present
to the class. The group will have 5 minutes to do this.

Day 1
5 min

Poll the Class
1. Project transparency 20 (Features and Traits) covering the bottom half
(Larkey Features) with a piece of paper for now. Identify the four features
and the two traits underneath them associated with each feature.
2. Start polling with straight little fingers. Ask each “reporter” to specify
who in their group, if anyone, has this trait. Record the total number on the
transparency. Continue with each trait until the transparency is completed.

Day 1
25 min.

Math Connection
1. Explain that displaying the data they have collected can be very useful
when trying to make connections with their results. Visuals are always
useful in displaying data. Ask the class,
· What are some visual ways to display data?
To help them get to graphing, give them the clue that it is math related.
2. Assuming the class has previously learned about graphing, decide which
graph(s) would be most appropriate for the classroom data. Have each lab

group graph the data.
3. When the graphs are completed, explain that percentages might be
another useful tool to have when we are talking about our results. Ask if
anyone can give the formula for getting a percentage. Write that formula
(number of students who have a feature divided by the total number of
students multiplied by 100) on the board for the students to refer to. Split
the class into eight sections. Have each section take one feature and
calculate the percentage.
Day 1
10 min.

Think and Discuss the Results
1. Ask the students to think of the class as a population.
Ask the questions:
· What do you notice about our findings?
· Is there variation in our population where these four features are
concerned?
· Which trait occurred most often for each of the feature we looked at?
· Do you think our results are typical of the school’s population? Of the
state’s population? Of the country’s population? Of the world? Why?
2. Discuss how variation is what makes every individual different from
everyone else. These four features, each having only two traits, give us
sixteen different combinations of possible traits.
3. For homework that night, have the students survey their friends and
family looking for any trends, if any.

Day 2
Prep

1. Prepare transparency #21 (Typical Larkeys)
2. On transparency #21, number the larkeys from 1-4 and use a red
permanent marker to color the eyes of the first and fourth larkey.

Day 2
30 min.

Review and Experiment
1. Have the students recall yesterday’s class by taking out their notes,
graphs, and percentages. Have students discuss their findings from last
night’s homework. Then ask the question:
· In thinking of our classroom population’s results do you notice any links?
For example, do people with widow’s peaks always have attached
earlobes?
Have each student individually write down a response to this question. Let
them know that they will pass this in at the end of class and to include
some vocabulary (i.e. variation, trait). Give them 7-8 minutes to do this.
2. When students are done writing ask them the question,
· How can we prove or disprove that there are links between traits?
To guide them ask the questions,

· Would grouping individuals with certain traits help us?
· What about polling the class again, this time with some new objectives?
3. Have all the students who have a widow’s peak stand at the front of the
class. Have the other students go through the list of traits and poll the
students standing up. Repeat with the other traits. Keep a record on the
board.
4. When the polling is done, ask the students to get out the papers that they
will be handing in. After their first response, have them write down if they
still believe or do not believe that there are connections between traits in
this classroom. Give them 5 minutes to do this.
Day 2
10 min.

Introduce Larkeys
1. Project transparency #21 (Typical Larkeys.)Explain that larkeys are little
make-believe dog-like rodents. On the transparency are a group of four
typical larkeys. They are similar in many ways but there is variation
between individuals.
2. Ask the question:
· What are some of the ways larkeys are different from one another?
3. Confirm that there are four features that show variation. Have the
students identify features and describe the traits. They should come up
with:
Legs- short and long
Eyes- red and gray
Fur- spotted, striped, and solid
Tail- bushy and bare
These are the descriptive words that the class will refer to from now on. (If
they choose different words, just remember to write those words in when
displaying transparency #20 later on).
4. Have the students count off from one to four. The number they count
will correspond to the number larkey on the transparency. This will be
their “adopted” larkey. Have the students quickly study their larkey’s
traits.
5. Project transparency #20 (Features and Traits) again, this time
uncovering the second half. Going trait by trait, have the students raise
their hands if their larkey has that particular trait. Record the numbers in
the spaces on the transparency.

Day 2
10 min.

Discussion and Wrap-Up
1. Ask the questions:
· What do you notice about our findings?

· What is similar or different about the population of larkeys compared to
our classroom population?
· Is there variation in the population of larkeys?
· What are the most common traits for each feature?
· Are there any connections between traits?
· How might a predator have an impact on the population of larkeys?
· Do you think any of the traits might disappear from the population after
five generations?
2. For homework have the students read the article From Mendel to Human
Genome: Solving the Heredity Puzzle in the resources book. (This will
prepare them for some of the genetic terms we will discuss in the next few
classes)
3. Collect the students’ graphs and responses on their way out.

Activity Two Assessment
Method
Science
Concept:

Novice

Competent

Expert

Graphs and
response papers.

Does not have all the
information necessary in
their graph(s) and the
percentages may not be
correctly: two
components that would
show an understanding
that individuals vary.
Does not write a valid
response to question and
does not have any
further information to
add in their second
response.

Completes graphs and
percentages and all are
done correctly and
student interprets that
individuals vary. May
or may not think there is
a connection between
traits and then later
responds that there is no
connection between
traits.

Observation
during experiment
and class
discussion.

Does not actively
participate in experiment
and has little or nothing
to say during discussion.

Actively participates in
experiment and
participates in
discussion.

Discussion and
response sheet.

Does not make any
connections between the
data in response sheet.
Can not or does not
answer any discussion
questions.

Makes connections
between data in
response sheet. Answers
some discussion
questions.

Observation
during experiment
and response

Does not write down all
of the information
needed during

Writes down all data
during experiment but
may change a few

Correctly completes
graphs and percentages
and student interprets
that individuals vary.
May or may not think
there is a connection
between traits and then
later responds that there
is no connection
between traits. Adds
additional thoughts such
as that there may be
other traits that we did
not test for that do have
a connection
Actively participates in
experiment and has a lot
of thoughts and
observations that
furthers the discussion.
Makes all connections
between data in
response sheet. Answers
many discussion
questions and adds
additional findings or
questions.
Writes down all data
during experiment and
keeps information

Individuals in
every
population
vary from one
another.

Process Skill:
Observing

Process Skill:
Interpreting
data

Habit of
Mind:
Keep records

of
investigations
and
observations
and do not
change the
records later
Habit of
Mind:
Be not
superstitious;
realize that
nothing
happens
without cause

sheet.

experiment. May change
data later according to
what gets written down
on the board.

statistics later on
response sheet.

organized so that it is
useable for response
sheet.

Classroom
discussion.

Is not clear and does not
make connection that
individuals in a
population vary for any
particular reason.

Understands that that
individuals in a
population vary but may
be unsure why.

Understands that
individuals in a
population vary and has
some scientific ideas
about why.

Activity 3:
Genetic Mechanisms
Relationship of this Lesson to the Unit:
Students are introduced to the structures and mechanisms of heredity as well as the
functional relationships that determine genetic processes.
Science Concepts:
· Chromosomes are structures that contain hereditary information and transfer it to the
next generation. Genes are the basic unit of heredity carried by chromosomes. Alleles are
variations of genes that determine traits and can be dominant or recessive.
Science Process Skills:
· Communicating (Day One)
· Experimenting (Day Two)
Science Habit of Mind:
· Seek better reasons for believing something than “Everybody knows that” or “I just
know” and discount such reasons when given by others. (Day One)
· Be curious. Be careful and accurate in observations (Day Two)
Activity 3 Materials Needed:
· Transparency # 25 (Gene Locations), transparency # 26 (From Genotype to Phenotype)
· Video Understanding Genetics
· Genetics Vocabulary worksheets (one for every student)
· Computers (one for every student)
· Bug Lab! computer simulation
Session Length:
· Two 50-minute periods

TIME

PROCEDURE

Prep

1. Prepare video Understanding Genetics
2. Get transparency #25 (Gene Locations) ready
3. Have copies of Genetics Vocabulary worksheet

Day 1
10 min.

Inheritance Discussion
1. Begin by asking students,
· What are the similarities between you and your biological parents? How are you
and your parents alike or different?
Offspring grow up to look pretty much like their parents and this has been known
for a very long time.
· Why do you think you look like your parents?
· How do you think the information for how an offspring develops is passed from
parents to their offspring?
2. Passing genetic information from one generation to the next is called inheritance.
You inherit genetic information called alleles from your parents.
· Where do you think larkeys inherit alleles from?
Every living thing on Earth inherits alleles from their parents.

Day 1
20 min.

Video
1. Show video Understanding Genetics which describes Mendel’s work with pea
plants, the concepts of genotype and phenotype and the role the chromosomes play
in storing DNA

Day 1 After Video Discussion
10 min. 1. Ask students if they have any questions.
Then ask the questions,
· What contain the chromosomes? (Nuclei contain chromosomes)
· How are chromosomes paired? (Chromosomes come in almost identical pairs)
· What are the active locations in a chromosome? (Chromosomes have specific
active locations called alleles)
· What is a gene? (The two alleles in identical locations on paired chromosomes
constitute a gene)
2. Have the students write down these answers in a flow chart in their notebooks.
Day 1 Introduce Larkey Genes
10 min. 1. Remember that larkeys have four different features that are of interest to us. What
are they? (eye color, fur pattern, leg lengths, and tail types)
2. Project transparency #25 (Gene Locations)
Have the students come up the transparency and point out where they think the
genes are on the pairs of chromosomes for each of the four features.
Students will most likely ask why some letters are capital and some lowercase. (If

they don’t, make sure to ask them why they think that is.)
3. Alleles don’t all have equal influence in determining traits. Some alleles have
more influence. These more influential alleles are dominant alleles and they are
represented by uppercase letters. Less influential alleles are called recessive alleles
and they are represented by lowercase letters.
4. Refer to the chart at the bottom of the transparency. Ask students to identify the
two alleles for each feature as dominant or recessive.
5. Hand out and have the students complete the Genetics Vocabulary worksheet.
Day 2
Prep

1. Have transparency # 26 (From Genotype to Phenotype) ready.
2. Get computer lab set up and have Bug Lab up and running on all monitors.

Day 2 Review Vocabulary
10 min. 1. Have students get out their vocabulary worksheets. Give them 3 minutes to
review with a partner and make sure they agree on vocabulary words. Walk around
and check to make sure the assignment has been completed.
2. Come back together as a class and review words, making sure that all of the
students agree on the correct vocabulary words.
Day 2 Decode the Genotype
15 min. 1. Project transparency # 26 (From Genotype to Phenotype). Make sure students
understand the symbols for male and female. Ask,
· What column has the four alleles the larkey got from its mother?
· What column has the four alleles the larkey got from its father?
Explain that the middle column show all possible combinations of alleles in the
genes for each of the four features and the traits that result from each combination.
2. Ask the questions,
· What alleles make up our larkey’s gene for leg length? (Two recessive alleles, aa)
· What trait does that produce in our larkey? (Long legs)
Draw long legs on the larkey torso.
3. Have the student split into pairs again. Have them complete this process for the
three other features. Students may become confused when they try to complete the
fur pattern. When this happens, call the students attention and ask,
· What occurs if two dominant alleles are present in the gene? (striped fur)
If one dominant and one recessive allele are present, the dominant trait isn’t seen
and the larkey has solid gray fur. This is called partial dominance.
4. Discuss the difference between genotype and phenotype (although first explained
during the video, this will be another chance for students to see these vocabulary

words in action, especially before they start the Bug Lab where these words become
even more important).
Day 2 Bug Lab
20 min. 1. Have students go to the computer lab and sit at individual computers.
Explain that in this computer simulation they will be taking on the role of a scientist
are able to design and perform their own genetic experiments on a virtual population
of insects. They will be able to control variables such as the amount of food
available, temperature inside the lab, amount of UV mutation, and also choosing
pairs of bugs to mate. They will be doing experiment #1 ONLY. In experiment #1
they will be primarily dealing with inheritance to observe the alleles for color that
make the insects brown or green. Give them 5 minutes to try out the simulation and
ask any questions.
2. After the five minutes call the students attention. Ask them,
· What are the phenotypes you can see for these bugs? [color (brown or green), legs
(short or long), body (smooth or hairy), and mutations (normal or mutated)]
· Who can point out where the genotype ratio key is in the simulation?
· What is included under “bug status?” (age, temperature, speed, energy, and
generation number)
· Why is it important for you to keep track of these things? (To know how long the
bug lived, how sick/healthy it is, how many generations have breed, etc.)
3. Let students spend the rest of the time experimenting with the simulation. Walk
around and observe their experiments and answer any questions they may have.
Day 2
5 min.

Wrap Up and Discussion
1. Ask students to describe what their experiences were with the simulation. Some
questions to ask may include, Who let their bugs live the longest? Who killed their
bugs the quickest?
2. For homework that night have student write a 1-2 paragraph short essay
answering the question, “How is the Bug Lab computer simulation similar and/or
different to Mendel’s experiments with Pea Plants?”

Activity Three Assessment
Method

Novice

Competent

Expert

Science
Concepts:

Genetics
Vocabulary
Worksheet

5/8 or below and
may/may not fix wrong
answers.

6/8 or 7/8. Participates
in discussion and fixes
any wrong answers.

8/8 correct and
participates in
discussion of worksheet.

Short Answer
after Bug Lab

The Bug Lab is very
similar to Mendel’s
experiments because we
could pick which
organisms to breed and
see their offspring.

The Bug Lab is very
similar to Mendel’s
experiments. Like
Mendel we could choose
which organisms to
breed and discover
which traits were
dominant or recessive.

The Bug Lab is very
similar to Mendel’s
experiments. In the Bug
Lab we were able to
monitor the alleles that
determined the bugs’
traits. Similar to
Mendel’s experiments
we could choose which
organisms to breed and
therefore discover which
traits were dominant or
recessive.

Classroom
discussion.

Does not participate in
classroom discussion
and shows no
understanding of terms
and vocabulary from
video. Does not ask any
questions to clear up
confusion.

Participates in
discussion and answers
questions when called
on. Seems to understand
terms and vocabulary
from video through
thoughtful comments.

Actively participates in
discussion. Gives
statements and asks
questions that furthers
thoughtful discussion.
Communicates
vocabulary and
understanding from the
video.

Computer
simulation.

Experiments with few
combinations of
settings, may see what
makes the bugs die but
not what keeps them
alive (or vice versa) and
does not observe any of
the inherited trait
combinations.
Does not participate in
classroom discussion.
Sticks to his/her initial
thoughts that he/she
“just knows” and does
not show any true

Experiments with most
of combinations of
settings, sees what
makes the bugs die,
what keeps them alive,
and observes most of the
inherited trait
combinations.

Experiments with every
combination of settings,
sees what makes the
bugs die, what keeps the
bugs alive, and observes
every combination of
inherited traits.

Participates in
discussion when called
on and has a comment
or two about why
offspring resemble their
parents. Understands the

Actively participates in
discussion and gives
many answers and/or
asks questions about
why offspring resemble
their parents. Is

Chromosomes
are structures
that contain
hereditary
information
and transfer it
to the next
generation.
Genes are the
basic unit of
heredity
carried by
chromosomes.
Science
Concept:
Alleles are
variations of
genes that
determine
traits and can
be dominant or
recessive.

Process Skill:
Communicatin
g (Day One)

Process Skill:
Experimenting
(Day Two)

Habit of
Mind:
Seek better
reasons for
believing

Classroom
discussion.

something than
“Everybody
knows that” or
“I just know”
and discount
such reasons
when given by
others. (Day
One)
Habit of
Mind:
Be curious. Be
careful and
accurate in
observations
(Day Two)

Group exercise
and computer
simulation.

understanding of the
role that genetics plays
in determining traits.

role that genetics plays
in determining traits but
not in great detail.

respectful of others’
opinions but understands
the scientific
explanation of
inheritance.

Does not correctly
complete genotype
exercise. Does not seem
to be curious to see what
happens when the
settings are changed in
the bug simulation. Does
not keep track of bugs’
status and does not use
that information to breed
bugs.

Completes genotypes
but does not ask why the
fur genotype is different
than the others. Is
curious to see what
happens to the bugs
when the settings are
changed. Uses one or
two pieces of
information from the
bugs’ status to breed the
bugs.

Asks why the fur
genotype is different
than the others. Is very
curious to see what
happens to the bugs
when all of the settings
are tried. Keeps track of
the bugs’ status and uses
that information to
choose which bugs to
breed.

Activity Four:
Breeding Larkeys and Bugs
Relationship of this Lesson to the Unit:
· This lesson further explores how organisms inherit features and traits from their parents.
Through a simulation, students determine the transfer of genetic information during
breeding and the traits that result.
Science Concept:
· A gene composed of two identical alleles is homozygous and a gene composed of two
different alleles is heterozygous.
Science Process Skills:
· Predicting (Day One)
· Communicating (Day Two)
· Identifying and controlling variables (Day Three)
Science Habits of Mind:
· Recognize when comparisons might not be fair because some conditions are not kept
the same (Day One)
· Be curious. Be careful and accurate in observations (Day Two)
· Look at a matter from many sides before drawing a conclusion (Day Three)
Activity 3 Materials Needed:
· Transparencies #27 (Eggs and Sperm), #28 (Larkey Parents), #29

(Larkey ID Card), #30 (Larkey Genetics Map), #31 (Larkey Breeding Ground), and #32
(Larkey Breeding Results).
· Multimedia video clip from Larkey Breeding Video
· Master copies of Female Parent Cards and Male Parent Cards
· Four plastic cups (per group of two)
· Pink and Blue Paper (1 of each per group of two)
· Pink Index Cards (3 per group of two)
· Blue index cards (3 per group of two)
· Bug Lab! simulation set up on computers
· Self-assessment forms (1 for each student)
Session Length:
· Three 50-minute periods.

TIME
Prep

PROCEDURE
1. Prepare the gene pools:
· Cut out female and male parent cards from the teacher masters.
· Place eight of each different letter in a cup for each group of
students.
2. Prepare the parent-larkey cards:
· Duplicate Female Parent Cards and Male Parent Cards teacher masters on pink
and blue paper respectively. Each group will need one of each.
· Put female parents in one cup and males parents in another cup.
3. Prepare index-card ID tags:
· Cut pink and blue index cards into fours. Cut enough so that each group will have 3
blue ID tags and 3 pink ID tags.
· Store ID tags in cups until needed.
4. Photocopy transparency #30 (Larkey Genetics Map) for each group of students.
5. Prepare transparencies #27 (Eggs and Sperm), #28 (Larkey Parents), #29
(Larkey ID Card), #30 (Larkey Genetics Map), #31 (Larkey Breeding Ground), and
#32 (Larkey Breeding Results).
5. Prepare video clip from Larkey Breeding Video

Day 1
5 min.

Introduce Larkey Parents:
1. Now that the students know a lot a lot about genetics, they are going to breed
larkeys. Ask the students to quickly write down a short answer to the following
questions:
· What are your predictions for this experiment? What do you think you will observe
when you breed the larkeys?

2. Explain that the plastic cups with the gene tiles are the larkeys’ gene pool.
Ask the students what they think the tiles represent. (The alleles for the four larkey
features.) Explain that each group will get a larkey gene pool and also two larkey
parent cards.
3. Project transparency #28 (Larkey Parents) and describe the traits of the two
parents.
Day 1
5 min.

Introduce Larkey ID Cards:
1. Project transparency #29 (Larkey ID Card) and tell students to open lab books to
page 56 (Larkey Breeding Record). Explain that they will be recording any produced
larkey offspring onto an ID card.
2. Make sure students know what each gender symbol refers to on their ID Cards.
3. Explain the following and make a list on the board for reference:
· Record alleles in alphabetical order
· If a gene has a dominant and a recessive allele, record the dominant allele first.
· Parents are the P generation. First generation offspring are the F1 generation, their
offspring are the F2 generation, etc. (The class may come up with other letters if
they wish, but they must all use the same letters).
· Record the group’s number (which they will receive in a minute) in the bottom of
the left column.
· Record their larkey’s phenotype by drawing the traits on the larkey torso in the
center.
4. Split the lab groups into twos and assign a number to each group.

Day 1
10 min.

Creating the Parents:
1. Have the “getter” from each group of two get the following:
· 1 gene pool cup
· 4 empty cups
· 1 red pencil/pen
· 1 Female-parent ID card
· 1 Male-parent ID card
· 1 Larkey Genetics Mat
2. Prepare the female-parent’s genotype together as a class. Place the alleles in the
empty cup on the circle of the Larkey Genetics Mat in sets of twos. When the class
is done, each group should have AA, EE, ff, and tt placed inside the female-parent’s
cup.
3. Remind students that the complete larkey parent should have both the plastic cup
containing the eight letter tiles that describe the larkey’s genotype and an ID card of
the appropriate color with all the required information recorded.

4. Ask the groups to assemble the male parent on their own. Check to make sure
they have recorded the phenotype correctly.
Day 1 Introduce Breeding:
10 min. 1. Project transparency #27 (Eggs and Sperm) and describe the process for breeding
offspring focusing on cell division, alleles, and chromosomes.
2. Play multimedia clip Larkey Breeding Video which demonstrates the process
further.
Day 1 Breed and Record Larkeys:
10 min. 1. Each pair of students should position one Larkey Genetics Mat between them.
Pulling alleles from the female-parent and male-parent cups, let the students produce
two offspring using the map to assist them in the process.
2. Once students have completed their two offspring, project transparency #31
(Larkey Breeding Record) and describe how to record the genotype and phenotype
of the offspring on page 56 of their lab notebooks.
3. Ask the question:
· What do you need to watch out for when the F1 generation breeds? (We don’t want
brothers or sisters mating).
4. Each team’s male will then migrate to another team to breed with that female.
Day 1 Share Results and Wrap Up
10 min. 1. Call on one student to describe the phenotype his/her male
Call on another student to describe the phenotype of his/her female.
Ask the questions:
· What do you notice about all of our offspring’s traits?
· Why do you think all of the F1 offspring look the same?
2. Have the students brainstorm in their groups to come up with answers.
3. End with a discussion including:
· Analysis of the two parent’s genotypes- students should eventually realize that
every gene in both parents is composed of two identical alleles.
· How many combinations of the four alleles can each parent contribute? (Only 1)
· Why does every offspring have the same genotype? (Because the parents
contribute only 1 combination of alleles)
4. For homework have students write a second response to the question posed at the
start of class. Did what they predict would, happen? Why or why not.
Day 2
5 min.

Continuation of Day One
1. Collect homework assignment for day one.

2. Ask students to recall the activities of day one. Have the students give a brief
summary of their findings in day one.
Day 2 Introduce “Homozygous” and “Heterozygous” and Tally Results
10 min. 1. Remind students that both alleles were the same for each gene in both larkey
parents. The term for that is homozygous (a genotype that has identical alleles,
either dominant or recessive). When a gene that has one dominant allele and one
recessive allele it is called heterozygous. Make sure the students write the correct
definitions in their notebooks.
2. Project transparency #32 (Larkey Breeding Results). Point out the four feature
columns, the traits columns under the feature headings, and generation rows.
3. Fill in the chart: Have the “reporter” report traits of the male larkeys and the
“recorder” report traits of the female larkeys. When I call a trait, those students will
hold up their hands if their larkey has that trait.
4. Have the students transcribe the data onto page 59, Larkey Breeding Results.
They will be adding to the sheet each time a new line of data is added to the
transparency.
Day 2
5 min.

Propose Breeding the F1 Generation
1. Ask the students to look at the traits of the F1 generation produced by the
homozygous parents. Ask the questions:
· Are the F1 generation larkeys all the same? Why? (Yes because their parents had
identical alleles)
· What traits are missing from this larkey generation? (long legs, gray eyes, bare
tails. Striped or spotted fur)
· Does this mean that these five traits are forever gone from this yammer of larkeys?
(no, they can and will reappear)
· What will the F2 generation look like? (some of the traits that had disappeared
from the F1 generation may reappear)
2. Have the students brainstorm these questions in groups. Discuss a few comments
from the class. Ask them to explain why they think the missing five traits will or
will not appear in the F2 generation.

Day 2 Breed the F1 Generation
10 min. 1. Have each team swap F1 males (cup, tiles, and ID card) with another team so that
they are not breeding brothers and sisters.
2. The original parents can now be retired. Collect ID cards and have students put
the parent allele tiles back into the gene pool. The empty cups can be used for the F2
male and female.

3. Students should use the same process as before, breeding their F1 female and the
F1 immigrant male, producing the F2 generation.
· Draw four alleles from the female and four alleles from the male to produce the
genotype of the F2 female offspring.
· Duplicate the genotype with allele tiles from the gene pool.
· Transfer the genotype to a cup and drop in a pink F2 female ID card.
· Return the four female alleles to the F1 female cup and the male’s four alleles to
his cup.
· Repeat the process to produce the F2 male offspring and drop in a blue ID card.
Day 2
5 min.

Tally F2 Results
1. Project transparency #32 (Larkey Breeding Results) again. Repeat the process of
calling for a show of hands as the larkey traits are read, this time asking the “getters”
and the “reporters” to report the male and female traits. When the tally is complete
have the students transcribe the new data to page 59.
Results should vary from class to class.

Day 2 Wrap Up and Discussion
15 min. 1. Ask the students to study their results in groups. Give them 3 minutes to discuss
any interesting patterns or changes in the data. Have them also consider what the
results show.
2. After 3 minutes, call on students to offer any observations or to share an
explanation for the results. Students should observe:
· There were equal numbers of each trait, except for solid gray fur, in the parent
generation.
· Five traits disappeared in the F1 generation and one new one appeared.
· Traits that were absent in the F1 generation reappeared in the F2 generation.
3. Some ideas students might suggest and that should be apparent:
· The F1 generation had to all look the same because the parents were completely
homozygous so they could only provide one kind of allele to their offspring.
· Because one parent was homozygous dominant for each feature, the F1 offspring
could only exhibit traits determined by dominant genes for legs, eye color, and tail.
· The F1 generation all had to have solid gray fur because they all got a dominant
allele (F) from their fathers and a recessive allele (f) from their mothers.
· The F1 generation had to be heterozygous for each feature, one dominant allele and
one recessive allele.
Day 3
Prep

1. Have Bug Lab! up and running on all computers in computer lab.
2. Have copies of Self Assessment ready for students.

Day 3 Review Session: Bug Lab Part 2
20 min. 1. This last class period will be a review session along with an experiment. Explain
to the students that they will be doing another part of the Bug Lab, the Free Mode

experiment. In this experiment they will be able to control all of the variables
(temperature, food, and UV radiation as well as which bugs they choose to mate).
Before bringing the students into the computer lab, have them break into groups of
two and take out a blank piece of paper. In their groups of two have students form
and write down a hypothesis answering the following question. “Thinking of the all
the different variables from the first Bug Lab, how many different types of bugs can
you expect to successfully breed and keep alive in your virtual lab?”
2. After students have finished writing their hypotheses have them go down to the
computer lab and work at one computer per group. Let them know they will only
have 20 minutes to work on the lab. During the lab they must pick two of the bugs
they have created. They should draw the two bugs and explain in genetics terms how
and why those bugs have the traits that they possess.
3. Discuss what effects the variables may have as you circulate around to the groups.
Day 3 Self Assessment
10 min. 1. After students have worked on their Bug Lab for a while, have the students come
back together as a class. Have each group quickly explain their findings and how
those findings related to their hypothesis.
2. Pass out the self assessment sheet and have students complete before leaving the
classroom.
Day 3 Question and Discuss
10 min. 1. Answer any questions the students want to clarify with you. (Any additional
questions can be asked in an after school review session as well)
2. A cumulative test will be given to complete the unit.

Activity Four Assessment
Method
Science
Concept:
When parents
with two
identical
alleles breed
their offspring
have the same
genotype.

Written response
to initial
prediction.

Novice
The offspring have the
same traits.

Competent
Student realizes that
every gene in both
larkey parents is
composed of two
identical alleles and
their offspring have the
same genotypes.

Expert
Regardless of student’s
original hypothesis,
student realizes that
every gene in both
larkey parents is
composed of two
identical alleles.
Each parent can
contribute only 1
combination of four

alleles. Because of this
every offspring has the
same genotype.
Science
Concept:

Class discussion
and group
brainstorming

There were different
types of alleles in the
larkeys we bred.

Genes can be
homozygous or
heterozygous and we
bred both types of larkey
genes.

The first generation of
larkeys we bred were
homozygous, meaning a
genotype that has
identical alleles, either
dominant or recessive.
The rest of the larkey
generations we bred
were heterozygous,
meaning a gene has one
dominant allele and one
recessive allele

Written response
to initial
prediction.

Makes a prediction with
no thought behind it. I.e.
“I don’t know.”

Makes a prediction that
has some thought behind
it but is not well
explained. I.e., “The
offspring might look
like their parents.”

Group brainstorm.

The F1 generation of
larkeys all look the
same.

The F1 generation of
larkeys all look the same
because they were
produced from
homozygous parents.
There are five traits
missing from this
generation.

Makes a prediction that
has apparent thought
behind it. I.e., “Knowing
that offspring tend to
look like their parents,
the larkey offsping we
breed should look like
their parents.”
The F1 generation of
larkeys were produced
from homozygous
parents and therefore do
not all show the same
characteristics. There
are 5 traits that are
missing from this
generation but these
traits are recessive and
will eventually appear in
future generations.

Bug Lab.

Does not try to use
variables in order to
keep the bugs alive.

Understands that
altering the variables has
a strong impact but
unsure of exactly what
that impact entails.
Keeps some bugs alive
but not as many as
possible.

Classroom
discussion.

These parents have the
same alleles.

If the parents had
different alleles, the
offspring would be
different.

A gene
composed of
two identical
alleles if
homozygous
and a gene
composed of
two different
alleles is
heterozygous.
Process Skill:
Predicting
(Day One)

Process Skill:
Communicatin
g (Day Two)

Process Skill:
Identifying and
controlling
variables. (Day
Three)

Habit of
Mind:
Recognize
when
comparisons
might not be
fair because

Understands the impact
that altering the
variables has and
demonstrates this by
keeping as many bugs as
possible alive.

Not all parents will have
the same genes, and
therefore won’t have the
same alleles, so the
results from this
experiment (the
offspring produced)

some
conditions are
not kept the
same. (Day
One)
Habit of
Mind:

would be different than
if the parents had
different alleles.

Larkey
experiment and
tally results.

Does not give correct
results during the tally
and take a passive
attitude during
experiment.

Demonstrates that the
experiment has been
completed, although not
all of the tallied results
are correct and may not
show careful
observations were taken.
Actively participates in
experiment.

Demonstrates that they
experiment has been
carefully completed by
giving correct numbers
when tallying results.
Shows a strong interest
and curiosity by
participating during
breeding experiment.

Self assessment

Does not thoughtfully
answer questions and
does not try to find the
answers to the
information they do not
know.

Takes time to answer
questions but may not
take the time to find out
the answers to questions
they do not know.

Takes time and
thoughtfully answers
questions. Ask questions
and seeks help to clarify
the information they are
unsure of.

Be curious. Be
careful and
accurate in
observations.
(Day Two)

Habit of
Mind:
Look at a
matter from
many sides
before drawing
a conclusion.
(Day Three)

Reflection:
I had the opportunity to teach two days at the North Reading Middle School
where I am currently observing pre-practicum hours. The eighth grade was just starting a
unit on heredity and genetic variation so I taught the first two days of my unit plan: the
discrepant event and the first day of variation of features.
One point that I noticed right away was the students’ hesitance towards a
classroom discussion. The students had obviously not done a lot of discussion and/or
debate before and I realized that it is a skill that students must work on in order to
skillfully interact and communicate with one another. Classroom management was also
another issue that I faced in dealing with the food items required for the discrepant event.
Classroom management has been an issue within this particular grade at the middle
school and it was tough to get the kids to focus and not fool around too much to the point
of misbehaving. Luckily their regular teacher was in the room to help me keep them on
track but I did make a mental note that when I use this lesson in my own classroom,
definite rules and standards must already be put in place before students are allowed to
taste food in a lab area.
Time management was another area that I needed to work on. A 50 minute class
period goes by incredibly fast and I had to keep my eye on the clock in order to move the
lesson along. Tallying the results in the second activity took a lot longer than I had
expected so I had to change my original plan from having the students come up and mark
in their own results to students telling me their results and letting me put the results on
the board instead. It was a small oversight but took triple the time I had allowed in my
original plan.

Having the students graph their results and calculate percentages also took a lot
longer than I had originally expected. I was surprised that many of the students were not
sure which graph would correctly represent their data. When the students were not sure
what to do they were more than happy to let me tell them. I had to remind myself to keep
asking them questions instead of just giving them the answer. It was hard to do as time
was definitely not on my side but I could tell the answers were a lot more meaningful
when they were figured out by the student.
All in all I felt my lessons went really well. I have to give the students credit for
really trying the activities out and giving them their all. They really surprised me with
their answers and comments; they knew a lot more than I had expected! I got a lot of
positive feedback at the end of both days, from the observing teacher, the students, and
the learning aids in the classroom. It was a great experience to teach made even more
meaningful because it was a lesson that I had created. I am looking forward to using the
entire unit in a future classroom of my own.
If I Had Time:
There were a lot of activities I came across when researching this unit, but many
that there were just not enough time for. During my time teaching at the middle school I
was surprised to hear how many of the students knew a lot about DNA and what kinds of
research are currently being done with DNA. I think the students would really like to
learn more and it would have been beneficial to further their interest.
The Community Outreach and Education Program (COEP) from MIT’s Center for
Environmental Health Services offers many different classroom lessons on the MIT
campus. Currently they are offering “The Shape of Life: from Helix to Chromosome.”
which begins with an exploration of the structural components of chromosomes,
including a discussion of genes and traits. They use a LEGO fish to demonstrate how
genes can be expressed in a "living" creature. According to their website,
The fish has only three chromosome pairs, rather than a human's 23 pairs, to
facilitate an easier understanding of the relationship between gene and trait.
Students learn how DNA's sequence gets replicated through mitosis in somatic
cells. Chromosomes, cell membranes and spindle fibers are modeled by LEGOs
as the students move through the stages of interphase, prophase, metaphase,
anaphase and telophase.
During the second part of the activity the students use LEGO DNA kits to identify the
LEGOs that represent molecules of sugar, phosphate, or nucleotide bases. The students
then use those pieces to construct their own model of the DNA ladder. Then they learn
about DNA replication using the LEGO DNA as a simulation aid. Students are given
individual exploration time to answer questions and investigate variations of their DNA
model. Lessons on mutation can also be included.
Having the students participate in this lesson would be exciting, especially
towards the end of our unit. With a little background knowledge of genetic processes the
students could really excel at the activities. Having this lesson at MIT would make the
experience even more exciting for the students.
A lesson on Punnett squares is another activity that I would have liked to include
in this unit. There is a great lesson plan in the FOSS book that uses larkeys to show
students how to predict the probability of offspring traits when the genotypes of the

parent larkeys are known. Students use Punnett squares to predict the proportion of larkey
offspring that will have certain traits. They also describe how dominant and recessive
alleles interact to produce traits within a population. It is a valuable lesson that would
definitely give them the upper hand in high school, when this concept is included within
the Massachusetts frameworks.
There were a lot of activities that I found that would be enriching as an after
school experiment as well. The PASCO website has a lot of exciting instruments that I
could see students really getting excited about using. One that would be useful for use
with a DNA experiment is The Spectrophotometry (Spectronic® 20D) Kit. The kit allows
students to conduct precise colorimetric and spectrophotometric experiments. The Data
Studio software collects and analyzes data directly and generates absorbance vs.
wavelength graphs. By following chemical reactions through monitoring the absorbance
change of colored indicators students could measure DNA concentration and purity.
Any science topic that peaks their interest is a topic that should be explored and
discussed within the classroom. With so many kids watching programs like CSI and
Crime Lab it’s not a wonder that so many want to know more about DNA. If I had more
time DNA would definitely be a route that I would like to explore with the students.

Genetics Vocabulary Worksheet
Pick the best answer for each question.
1. The passing of information from one generation to the next is called
a. heredity
b. genetics
c. offspring
d. variation
2. Chromosomes are structures that transfer __________ information to the next
generation.
a. important
b. hereditary
c. dominant
d. recessive
3. Chromosomes occur in nearly identical pairs in the ____________ of every cell.
a. cytoplasm
b. cell wall
c. ribosome
d. nucleus
4. What are the basic units of heredity?
a. chromosomes
b. genes
c. alleles
d. cells
5. Genes are carried by ___________?
a. chromosomes
b. alleles
c. traits
d. the nucleus
6. What can be dominant or recessive?
a. organisms
b. chromosomes
c. heredity
d. alleles

7. These type of alleles exhibit their effect if they are present on one chromosome.
a. dominant
b. recessive
8. These type of alleles exhibit their effect only if they are present on both chromosomes.
a. dominant
b. recessive
Answers: a, b, d, b, a, d, a, b

Self Assessment
Think about the unit we have been studying on Genetic Variation. Please answer each
question thoughtfully and in a few sentences.

1. During this unit I discovered…
2. The things I’m still wondering about are…
3. I’m beginning to wonder why…
4. I never realized that…
5. I could improve by…
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